
Strategies Applied:

•This soup freezes beautifully: consider doubling or even tripling the recipe and 

dividing it up into meal sized portions.
•Ham: I almost always pick up several during the holidays when they are dirt 

cheap, and chuck in my freezer to bring out throughout the year. There are 

times I’ve looked at a ham steak in the summer and that one little 1/2″ thick cut

of meat has cost around the same as a half ham during Thanksgiving, 

Christmas, New Years or Easter seasons. For other ideas on using ham left 

overs, see 12 days of Ham. I look for a price of 68 to 88 cents a pound. I don’t 

really count the cost of the Ham bone, although technically, it would probably 

be priced out per pound the same price as the ham. They vary so in size and 

amount of meat left, and I consider it a throw away item.
•Rice: Always inexpensive, there are two ways to buy rice: Either go for a 

smaller, name brand box or bag and use a coupon, which with a good sale can 

net you rice for free or just pennies, or alternatively: Look for the largest bag 

you can find on sale that you will use in a reasonable amount of time. Check 

the Rice/Pasta aisle, the Mexican Aisle and the Asian aisle (or markets) and do a

little comparing of price/weight. Once you figure what is least expensive, you 

might want to recheck every now and then. I jot down what I paid for rice in my 

price book or even on the bag, so I have an idea of how much I paid originally. I 

figure a good price in my area is about 8 cents a cup (uncooked.)
•Beans: The lowly bean is one of the healthiest foods one can eat – eating 

beans regularly basically eliminates the issues so commonly known. Dried 

beans are so inexpensive to start with that they are seldom advertised as being

on “sale,” but they often are after any Holiday in which Ham is considered an 

option for the main meal. Check for great pricing, too, in the ethnic aisles of the

grocery store, as well as the pasta/bean aisle. Prices range, on sale, from $.79 

to $1.00 a pound. Aldi’s had three pound bags for $2.39.
•If you’re used to buying canned beans, unless a 15 ounce can is less than 26 

cents with sales and coupons, they are more than the 79 cent per pound price 

at Aldi’s. A fifteen ounce can is about 1 1/2 cups of beans, and a pound is 

roughly the equivalent of 3 cans.
•Garlic: I look for a price of about $2.99 a pound, or about 54 cents a head. 

Check the pricing of the bulk per pound as opposed to the packaged. I never 

really find it on sale, but I use so much, I pay attention and buy a bit more when

I see the price is lower.

https://frugalhausfrau.wordpress.com/2012/04/15/12-days-of-ham/


•Onions: They keep well, so try to buy on sale. Aldi is a good place to find 

reasonably priced onions. Always less expensive in the fall/winter months, the 

pricing in my area runs from 33 to 66 cents a pound. Store them in a dark, cool 

place but not near potatoes. If you’ve bought too many onions, don’t let them 

go bad. Slice or dice them, saute and portion into ziplocs labeled “onions” and 

freeze. You’ve just saved yourself a step for next time you make a dish. If you 

use half an onion, consider if you can sauté the rest and put it in a Ziploc in the 

freezer. If not store in the door where you’ll see it when you’re cooking next.
•Carrots: An inexpensive item even not on sale – but it keeps so well I buy a 

couple of packages if it is cheaper. $1.00 a pound is standard in our area, but 

the larger packages of 5 pounds are often on sale for $2.50 – that’s 50 cents a 

pound, or about 30 cents for three. Carrots will keep longer if you rotate the 

package, which is so often on the bottom of the drawer, so they don’t sit in 

condensation.
•Bell Pepper: There are two types of sales, per pound or per pepper. I usually 

look for the per pepper pricing; in my area it’s generally cheaper – I’ll then buy 

the biggest, most gorgeous ones I can find. The peppers are often bagged and 

sold by a unit price, too. A really good price in our area is about a fifty to 

seventy cents a pepper for the red, yellow or orange ones, and 40 to 75 cents 

for the green bell.
•Olive Oil: I have a little strategy for buying olive oil using coupons and sales 

to lower the price, so click on the link. I think it’s important to use olive oil as 

opposed to many others – the health benefits outweigh a bit more extra cost, 

and it can be had at a very reasonable price. I also like the fact that Olive oil 

contains no hidden trans fats like Canola or Vegetable oil.
•Vinegar: I pick up a jug of white vinegar around Easter – often with a coupon, 

and often on an unadvertised sale. It keeps forever and is dirt cheap. The better

vinegars are often on sale at Easter, and on sale with coupons sporadically 

through the summer.

https://frugalhausfrau.wordpress.com/ingredients/basic-ingredients/oils-and-shortenings/

